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WinAIO is one of the best tools for creating bootable ISO image or Windows 7 USB disks from your
WIM files. This is a powerful software designed to allow you to create and customize your own
Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8 disk image. It is designed to enable you to make the USB
disk bootable so you can use it with any PC having Windows 7 or Windows 8 in different computers
or devices. It also includes the best feature of extracting the ISO image to the folder and create the
bootable ISO image. This software can also repair and rebuild any corrupted ISO image. Unlock your
ability to create a bootable disk easily! Please do yourself a favor, download now! Key Features:
Create an ISO image by extracting the necessary Windows files Make bootable disks from ISO
images Burn ISO image to CD/DVD or USB drive Recover data by repairing ISO images Write a
program to change Windows Setup progress Remove system language preference Other versions
you might want to check out: WinAIO Free is a bootable disk maker tool. With this tool, you can
create a Bootable ISO image in a Windows PE/Bootable USB image from a ISO image that is a clone
of a bootable device like a DVD/CD or USB drive, which is more compatible than other bootable tool.
It also include repairing function, which can repair ISO image without re-downloading. So it's quite
convenient if your image is damaged and the Windows ISO is still on your local machine. Key
Features: Create a bootable ISO image from a windows PE/Bootable USB image. Make a windows
PE/Bootable USB image from your iso file without re-download. Recover data from ISO image without
re-downloading. Free and Open Source. Backup & Restore Backup and Restore software applications
create disk images to store your data in an archive. These disk images can be copied and stored in
locations of your choice and used to recover your data if it becomes inaccessible. Backup and
Restore Toolbar This toolbar shows all your disk backup and restore tasks, and you can quickly click
to execute the chosen task. Backup to Disk This toolbar command can create multiple copies of
selected files or folders and store them to one or more local drives. The create a simple text file or a
more complex logical volume image and store it in the same format as the selected files and folders.

WinAIO Maker Professional Crack+ Activator
Create a DVD ISO disc, USB or other Windows image with the WinAIO Maker Professional Crack Mac.
- Import or create a WIM file image - Create an ISO image by extracting an x86 or x64 image to
folder. - Duplicate an image and create an AIO disc with multiple Windows image for more
convenient work and reduce installation time. - Rename WIM file in image, add description to image,
or extract a single bootable image. - Burn a WIM file image to CD/DVD, USB, and other video discs
with just a few clicks. - Create a bootable USB disk with an ISO image to create an installation media.
- SHA-1 and MD5 hash the image or test its integrity. - Duplicate an image and create an AIO disc
with multiple Windows image for more convenient work and reduce installation time. - Rename WIM
file in image, add description to image, or extract a single bootable image. - Burn a WIM file image to
CD/DVD, USB, and other video discs with just a few clicks. - Create a bootable USB disk with an ISO
image to create an installation media. - SHA-1 and MD5 hash the image or test its integrity. - Doubleclick on WIM file to automatically create a DVD ISO. - Add a description to an image and save the
changes. - Extract an image from a folder containing setup files, by customizing the Windows setup
procedure. - Import a WIM file or image image, import a folder as a WIM image or import a folder for
AIO disc creation. - Restore AIO image and create it from a previous state, useful in case you need to
go back to the original state. - Create an ISO image from the contents of a folder, including files,
folders, and WIM files and create an AIO disc. - Create bootable USB flash disks. - List images and
check image by hash codes. - Convert WIM image to AIO.ISO and extract to folder with description. Convert WIM image to x86 and x64 AIO.ISO and extract to folder with description. - Convert x86 and
x64 WIM image to.ISO and extract to folder with description. - Convert x86 and x64 WIM image to
bootable ISO and extract to folder with description. - Switch between x86 and x64 architecture to
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WinAIO Maker Professional is a PC application intended for managing and editing WIM images, a file
format introduced with Windows Vista, containing detailed information on the OS configuration. The
program is compatible with all WIM images and can be used for generating an installation media with
multiple OS versions, 32-bit or 64-bit architectures. It allows you to rename the OS inside the file,
customize the Windows setup procedure, add it a description, delete images and save the output.
There are several modules that you can work with. Several WIM files can be imported in order to
create a AIO DVD with multiple architectures, while the application also allows you to save all the
WIM changes to a ISO file. The x64 recovery mode can be activated into AIO images and a bootable
ISO image can be generated using the 'Folder2ISO' module. Additional functions of WinAIO Maker
Professional allow it to extract an ISO image to a folder or create a bootable USB disk by importing
the contents of a folder that includes Windows setup files. It also features DVD burning capabilities,
enabling you to easily create a disc containing your ISO file. The built-in hash calculator enables you
to compute the MD5, SHA-1 and CRC-32 codes of any file in your computer, in order to verify its
integrity. The 'AutoAIO' module is used for automatically generating an all-in-one ISO from x86 and
x64 images of the same operating system, while the 'DVDToISO' option is designed for writing an
image of the DVD drive. In case you want to return to the default settings and configuration, the
'Reset App' button is at your disposal. Relying on a powerful technology, WinAIO Maker Professional
allows you to handle images inside the Windows Imaging Format, allowing you to create bootable
USB devices and images.Today, several states began to issue marriage licenses to same-sex
couples. The biggest test is Mississippi. And it’s far from the only test: At this point, same-sex
couples have been married in: California Delaware Hawaii Iowa Montana New Hampshire New York
Pennsylvania Rhode Island Vermont Washington West Virginia In other words, there are dozens, if
not hundreds, of same-sex marriages performed today. And courts across the country are issuing
hundreds of new marriage certificates and

What's New In WinAIO Maker Professional?
WinAIO Maker Professional is a very professional program designed for creating bootable USB
devices or ISO files, allowing you to quickly burn your Windows all-in-one images or create an ISO
image with multiple OS versions. The program introduces you with a large range of features. WinAIO
Maker Professional allows you to work with many different kinds of Windows all-in-one images. The
program also allows you to create multiple images with the same OS. The program also allows you to
extract ISO images from inside the WIM files. With WinAIO Maker Professional, you can burn the ISO
image to a CD, DVD or a USB flash drive with great ease. It also allows you to encrypt the ISO image.
Another great feature of the program is that you can add an image description. The program also
allows you to export a Windows Recovery Environment to a folder. The program allows you to set an
auto-launching mode. It also enables you to create an all-in-one ISO for multiple architectures. You
can also reset the program settings back to its default configuration. The application also allows you
to keep your WIM image safe in encrypted form. It also allows you to compute the MD5, SHA-1 and
CRC-32 codes for any file in your computer. You can generate a bootable USB device by using the
'FolderToUSB' module. If you want to return to the default settings and configuration, the 'Reset App'
button is at your disposal. WinAIO Maker Professional can be downloaded for free of charge. The full
version of the program comes with a 30-day free trial, allowing you to test its capabilities and
sample the features. If you like it, you can purchase the full version. All in all, WinAIO Maker
Professional is a versatile application that can help you prepare an image or install Windows. The
software also allows you to create bootable USB devices, burn them to a CD, DVD or a USB flash
drive, as well as create an ISO image with multiple architectures. Related Software Win A/IOMaker
Professional is a powerful tool designed to create all-in-one ISOs from.WIM images. This release
introduces improved graphics, and introduces support for using NetInstall and NetDrive for the
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installation of.wim files. Properties of Win A/IOMaker Professional Properties Supported WinAIO Types
ALL WinAIO Types Supported
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System Requirements:
1.8GHz single-core processor Minimum of 2GB RAM Minimum of 512MB Graphics RAM OS: Windows
7, 8, or 10; Vista or later versions of Windows are not compatible with Spector Mac OS X 10.9 or later
versions (sorry, not supported) Hard-Disk Space: 8GB available storage is recommended. Display:
1024×768 or higher, screen resolution must be at least 1280×720 (16:9) Sound: DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card Mouse:
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